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In the liquid-liquid phase transition scenario, supercooled water separates into the high density 
liquid (HDL) and low density liquid (LDL) phases at temperatures lower than the second critical 
point. We investigate the effects of hydrophilic and hydrophobic solutes on the liquid-liquid phase 
transition using molecular dynamics simulations. It is found that a supercooled aqueous NaCl 
solution separates into solute-rich HDL and solute-poor LDL parts at low pressures. By contrast, 
a supercooled aqueous Ne solution separates into solute-rich LDL and solute-poor HDL parts at 
high pressures. Both the solutes increase the high temperature limit of the liquid-liquid separation. 
The degree of separation is quantified using the local density of solute particles to determine the 
liquid-liquid coexistence region in the pressure-temperature phase diagram. The effects of NaCl 
and Ne on the phase diagram of supercooled water are explained in terms of preferential solvation 
of ions in HDL and that of small hydrophobic particles in LDL, respectively.   
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INTRODUCTION 
    The liquid-liquid phase transition scenario explains various anomalous properties of water such 
as the sharp increase in specific heat with decreasing temperature and the apparently first order 
transition between two amorphous ices induced by pressure.1–8 In this scenario, liquid water under 
ambient condition is considered as a supercritical fluid. There exists a coexistence line between 
the high density liquid (HDL) phase and the low density liquid (LDL) phase in the pressure-
temperature plane, and this coexistence line is terminated at a critical point in the deeply 
supercooled region. There has been no direct experimental evidence for the liquid-liquid critical 
point of bulk water because liquid water crystallizes very quickly. However, experiments of 
amorphous ice and confined water support the liquid-liquid phase transition scenario.9–16 
    Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are useful to investigate deeply supercooled water 
because it is possible to examine processes that are faster than homogeneous nucleation of ice (the 
induction time for nucleation of ice I is longer than the timescale of typical MD simulations unless 
monoatomic water models or biased simulation techniques such as the forward-flux sampling 
method are employed).17–24 If liquid water separates into two liquid phases and the curvature of 
the interface dividing the two phases is low enough, the isotherm of pressure plotted against density 
becomes flat, i.e., (𝜕𝑃/𝜕𝜌)𝑇 = 0  (a van der Waals loop would be observed for small cubic 
simulation cells in which the interface cannot be flat). The critical temperature is the highest 
temperature at which the plateau of the isotherm is observed. The location of the liquid-liquid 
critical point in the phase diagram have been determined by this method for various water 
models.2,25–30 More sophisticated computational techniques such as free energy calculations and 
finite size scaling have also been used to investigate the liquid-liquid critical point of water.31–37  
    In a previous study, we performed MD simulations of the ST2, TIP5P, and TIP4P/2005 water 
models and observed spontaneous liquid-liquid separation at temperatures lower than the liquid-
liquid critical point of the employed model.38 The time scale of the separation is two orders of 
magnitude shorter than that of crystallization of ice for ST2 water. Guo et al. reported that the 
liquid-liquid separation of ST2 water occurs in large systems up to 256,000 molecules.39  
 Experimental studies have suggested that the liquid-liquid separation is not a unique property 
of pure water. Angell and Sare postulated that aqueous LiCl solutions separate into two immiscible 
liquid phases on the basis of DTA results.40 A series of experiments by Suzuki and Mishima 
supports strongly the existence of the liquid-liquid separation of aqueous LiCl solutions.41–44 
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Recent experimental studies suggest that liquid-liquid transition occurs in a hydrazinium 
trifluoroacetate solution45 and various aqueous alcohol solutions.46–50 Most of the experimental 
studies measured properties of vitrified aqueous solutions at temperatures near or lower than the 
crystallization temperature, Tx ~ 150 K,  at which amorphous ice crystallizes into ice I by heating. 
Therefore, the details of the phase behavior of aqueous solutions near the liquid-liquid critical 
point of pure water, Tc’ ~ 220 K,
11,51–53 is still unclear.  
    There are several theoretical and computational studies of the phase behavior of supercooled 
aqueous solutions.54–62 Paschek calculated the excess chemical potential of Ar in TIP5P-E water 
using the particle insertion method and found that the solubility of Ar in LDL is much higher than 
that in HDL.62 Le and Molinero performed MD simulations of an aqueous solution of hydrophilic 
particles using a coarse-grained model.58 The solute molecule was modeled so that it does not 
prefer tetrahedral coordination in water. They demonstrated that the solution separates into solute-
rich and solute-poor parts and becomes nanosegregated glass at low temperatures for a range of 
solute concentration. Corradini et al. calculated the isotherms of pressure using MD simulations 
for several solution systems.54–57  They showed that the liquid-liquid critical point shifts to lower 
pressures and higher temperatures as the concentration of NaCl increases.54,55   
    The liquid-liquid coexistence conditions of pure water is represented by a line in the pressure-
temperature plane, whereas the coexistence conditions of an aqueous solution should be a two-
dimensional region in the plane for a value of composition.43,59,63 In this study, we perform MD 
simulations of an aqueous NaCl solution at various temperatures and pressures to determine the 
liquid-liquid coexistence region in the phase diagram. Such coexistence region has not been 
examined in the previous simulation studies. The coexistence region has also not been examined 
experimentally near the critical point because of rapid crystallization. We demonstrate that the 
NaCl solution separates into ion-rich and ion-poor parts spontaneously in MD simulations at 
several thermodynamic conditions. The degree of separation is quantified using the local density 
of the solute particles.    
    We also perform MD simulations of an aqueous Ne solution for comparison. Small hydrophobic 
molecules are almost immiscible with liquid water and aqueous solutions of them form clathrate 
hydrates quickly under high pressures. Therefore, it is difficult to examine the effect of 
hydrophobic particles on the phase behavior of supercooled water experimentally.  We find that 
the aqueous Ne solution also separates into two immiscible liquids without formation of Ne 
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bubbles and clathrate hydrate, and the effect of Ne on the liquid-liquid coexistence pressure is 
opposite to that of NaCl.   
 
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS  
    The GROMACS 4.6 package is used for MD simulations.64,65 The simulation time is 1000 ns at 
T = 252 and 260 K, and 2000 ns at lower temperatures. The particle mesh Ewald method is 
employed with a real space cutoff distance of 0.9 nm.66,67 The temperature and the pressure are 
maintained using the Nose-Hoover method and the Berendsen method, respectively.68–70 The 
dimension of the simulation cell along the z axis, Lz, is three times longer than the other two 
dimensions, Lx and Ly, so that the liquid-liquid interface formed in the cell becomes perpendicular 
to the z axis to minimize the surface area.  
    It has been reported that the liquid-liquid critical temperature of pure water is higher for 
nopolarizable five-site water models than for other types of water models.2,25–30,51 This suggests 
that the dynamics of water around the critical temperature is fast for the five-site models. Indeed, 
we found that the time required for spontaneous liquid-liquid separation is much shorter for TIP5P 
than for TIP4P/2005 in the previous study.38 It is expected that the simulation time required to 
observe liquid-liquid separation of aqueous solutions is also shorter for the five-site models. 
Therefore, we choose the TIP5P model in this study.71 This model well reproduces the liquid 
structure.72 The liquid-liquid critical point of pure TIP5P water is Tc’ ~ 217 K and Pc’ ~ 3400 
bar.26,38   
    The aqueous NaCl solution consists of 60 Na+, 60 Cl-, and 1536 water molecules. The 
concentration of the solution is 2.2 mol kg-1. All ions and water molecules are placed randomly in 
the initial configuration. A classical nonpolarizable model proposed by Dang is used for the ions 
(σNa = 0.2583 nm, εNa = 0.4184 kJ mol-1, σCl = 0.4401 nm, and εCl = 0.4184 kJ mol-1).73 We also 
perform an MD simulation with a larger system containing 480 Na+, 480 Cl-, and 12288 water 
molecules to examine the system size effect. 
    The numbers of solute and water molecules in the aqueous Ne solution are 171 and 1536, 
respectively. The mole fraction of Ne is 0.1. The Lennard-Jones parameters of the solute are taken 
from a textbook (σNe = 0.2749 nm and εNe = 0.296 kJ mol-1).74  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
    Figure 1 shows the initial and final configurations obtained from the MD simulation of the 
aqueous NaCl solution at T = 228 K and P = 1 bar. There exist an ion-poor region centered at z ~ 
5 nm and an ion-rich region centered at z ~ 1.5 nm in the final state although the ions are randomly 
located in the initial state. We assume that a pair of Na+ and Cl- is bonded when the distance 
between them is shorter than 0.35 nm (this threshold corresponds to the first minimum of the Na+-
Cl- radial distribution of crystalline NaCl). The ionic bonds are represented by thick green sticks 
in Fig. 1. There are only a few ionic bonds in the ion-rich region. This means that the separation 
is not due to crystallization of NaCl.  
 
FIG. 1. (a) Initial and (b) final configurations of the MD simulation of the aqueous NaCl solution 
at T = 228 K and P = 1 bar. Blue and purple spheres represent Na+ and Cl-, respectively. Thick 
green sticks are ionic bonds between Na+ and Cl-. Water molecules and hydrogen bonds between 
them are represented by small light gray spheres and sticks. (Multimedia view) 
 
    We calculate the time-dependent number density profiles of Na+ defined as 
𝜌(𝑧, 𝑡) =
1
𝐿𝑥𝐿𝑥∆𝑧
∑ ∫ 𝛿(𝑧𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑧
′)𝑑𝑧′
𝑧+∆𝑧/2
𝑧−∆𝑧/2
𝑛
𝑖=1
,       (1) 
with  
∆𝑧 =
𝐿𝑧
𝑛𝑏𝑖𝑛
,          (2) 
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where zi(t) is the z coordinate of the i-th Na
+ particle, n is the number of Na+ in the system, and 
nbin is the number of bins. We set nbin = 20. Figure 2a shows ρ(z, t) at T = 228 K (the density profile 
of Cl- is not shown because it is quite similar to the profile of Na+). The spatial distribution of Na+ 
is fairly uniform in the initial stage of the simulation. An ion-rich region centered at z = 0.5 nm 
forms at t = 200 ns. This region grows as time evolves. The ion-poor region left behind around z 
= 4.5 nm expands simultaneously. The separation process is also seen in the movie of Fig. 1 
(Multimedia view).   
 
FIG. 2. Time dependent number density profiles of (a) Na+, (b) rapidly moving water molecules, 
and (c) low-q water molecules in the aqueous NaCl solution at T = 228 K and P = 1 bar. The 
average number densities of Na+ and whole water molecules are 1.25 and 32.0 nm-3, respectively.  
 
    HDL and LDL can be distinguished by their dynamic properties; water molecules in HDL move 
faster than those in LDL.15,16,38,75 We classify water molecules into rapidly and slowly moving 
molecules. A trajectory is divided into time bins with an interval of 1 ns, and the following quantity 
is calculated for each time bin  
𝛿𝑖
2(𝑡) = 〈{𝐫𝑖(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) − 𝐫𝑖(𝑡)}
2〉,      (3) 
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where ri is the coordination vector of the oxygen atom of the i-th water molecule.
76–78 We set Δt = 
0.1 ns. A water molecule is defined as a rapidly moving molecule when the 𝛿𝑖
2(𝑡) value is larger 
than that averaged over all molecules for each time bin. The time-dependent number density profile 
of the rapidly moving water molecules is presented in Fig. 2b. The ions are solvated in the region 
consisting of the rapidly moving molecules, i.e., HDL. This result is consistent with experimental 
results obtained for amorphous solids of aqueous LiCl solutions.41–44  
    HDL and LDL can also be distinguished by their structural properties; HDL is less structured 
than LDL.2,38,79–82 We calculate the tetrahedrality parameter given by 
𝑞𝑖 = 1 −
3
8
∑ ∑ (cos𝜃𝑗𝑖𝑘 +
1
3
)
2
,
4
𝑘=𝑗+1
3
𝑗=1
      (4) 
where θjik is the angle between the two vectors connecting the central molecule, i, to two neighbors, 
j and k.83 The value of qi is maximized when the surrounding four molecules are located in a regular 
tetrahedral arrangement. We define that a water molecule is a low-q molecule when its q value is 
lower than that averaged over all molecules at each time step.  Figure 2c shows the time-dependent 
number density profile of the low-q water molecules. As expected, the hydrogen bond network of 
the ion-rich region is less structured than that of the ion-poor region (The q parameter depends not 
only on the deviation of the O-O-O angle from 109.47° but also on the deviation of the number of 
hydrogen bonds from 4. As shown in Fig. S1, the low q parameter in the ion-rich region is because 
of the both contributions).  
    The time-dependent number density profiles of Na+ at T = 236 K and 244 K are shown in Fig. 
3. The difference in the number density of Na+ between the ion-poor and ion-rich regions at T = 
236 K is smaller than that at T = 228 K. The spatial distribution of Na+ becomes almost uniform 
at T = 244 K. We quantify the degree of separation using the following expression:  
𝑑𝑠(𝑡) =
1
𝑛bin
∑ (
𝜌𝑗(𝑡) − 〈𝜌〉
〈𝜌〉
+
𝜌𝑗+1(𝑡) − 〈𝜌〉
〈𝜌〉
)
2𝑛bin
𝑗=1
     (5) 
where ρj(t) is the local number density of Na+ in the j-th spatial bin at t and 〈𝜌〉 is the average 
number density. This quantity is large only when the local density of each spatial bin is 
significantly different from the averaged one and the local densities of neighboring bins are close 
to each other.  The ds value averaged over the last 500 ns of the simulation is 1.78, 0.93, and 0.52 
for T = 228, 236, and 244 K, respectively.   
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FIG. 3. Time-dependent number density profiles of Na+ at (a) 236 K and (b) 244 K.  The pressure 
is 1 bar.   
 
    MD simulations of the aqueous NaCl solution are performed at pressures ranging from –1200 
bar to 3200 bar at T = 228, 232, 236, 240, 244, 248, 252, and 260 K. Figure 4a shows the ds values 
of these simulations. The ds value is large at low temperatures and low pressures. The non-
monotonic pressure-dependence found at 228 K and 232 K can be attributed to the slow dynamics 
of water at these low temperatures shown in Fig. S2 and the fairly large fluctuations of ds shown 
in Fig. S3 (the pressure-dependence would be smooth and monotonic if the simulations are 
elongated but it is not the aim of this study). As shown in Fig. 3a, there are two liquid phases in 
the system at T = 236 K and P = 1 bar but the interface between the two phases is not so clear. 
This suggests that the system would become single-phase if the temperature is somewhat increased. 
We assume tentatively that there are two immiscible liquids in the system when the ds value is 
larger than 0.9 which is slightly smaller than the value at T = 236 K and P = 1 bar of 0.93. Figure 
4b is a schematic representation of the phase diagram of the NaCl solution based on the ds values 
(A small change in the threshold ds value only causes a small change in the area of the two-phase 
coexistence region in the phase diagram. More precise phase diagrams would be obtained if 
sophisticated schemes such as the grand canonical Monte Carlo method are employed, but it is 
beyond the scope of this study). The effect of NaCl on the phase diagram of supercooled water is 
remarkable. The liquid-liquid coexistence of the NaCl solution occurs up to at least 240 K, which 
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is much higher than the critical point of pure TIP5P water. This indicates that the stabilization 
caused by the ions is larger for either or both of the two coexistence phases than for the liquid-
liquid supercritical fluid because a decrease in the chemical potential of a phase results in 
expansion of its stable region in the phase diagram. The liquid-liquid coexistence pressure is lower 
for the NaCl solution than for pure water. This means that the solute stabilizes the HDL phase 
more than the LDL phase. Hydration of ions involves reorientation of water molecules, which 
results in lowering of the ion-water interaction energy. This effect is more pronounced for less 
structured liquids in which solvent molecules are loosely bound by other solvent molecules. 
Therefore, the stabilization caused by the ions is larger for HDL than for LDL and for the liquid-
liquid supercritical fluid that is partly LDL-like.  
 
FIG. 4. (a) Degree of separation, ds, for the aqueous NaCl solution. The ds value is averaged over 
the last 500 ns of the simulation. (b) Schematic representation of the phase diagram for the aqueous 
NaCl solution. The circles show the pressures and temperatures examined. The circles are filled 
when the ds value is larger than 0.9. Cavitation occurs very quickly at the point marked by the 
green square. The green dashed line indicates schematically the limit of stability of the liquid. The 
phase diagram of pure TIP5P water is shown in gray.  
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    The whole aqueous NaCl solution should become LDL when the pressure is low enough. To 
examine this, we perform MD simulations at pressures lower than –1200 bar at T = 240 K. The 
liquid-liquid coexistence is observed at P = –1600, –2000, and –2400 bar. At P = –2800 bar, 
however, cavitation occurs very quickly in the solution. Probably, it is impossible to realize the 
pure LDL state of the NaCl solution at any pressure because of the quick cavitation in the deeply 
negative pressure region for the force field models employed in this study.    
    The aqueous Ne solution also separates into two parts. Figure 5 presents the initial and final 
configurations of the MD simulation at T = 228 K and P = 8000 bar. There are a Ne-rich region 
and a Ne-poor region in the final state. The density of water is ~0.95 g/ml and the mole fraction of 
Ne is roughly 0.2 in the Ne-rich region, indicating that this region is not a Ne fluid but an aqueous 
solution. We search for the 512, 51262, and 51264 hydrate cages using the algorithm proposed 
Jacobson et al.,84,85 and confirm that there is no hydrate cage in the final configuration. These 
results indicate that the observed separation process is neither due to bubble (or droplet) formation 
of Ne nor formation of clathrate hydrate. The time-dependent density profiles of the solute particles, 
rapidly moving water molecules, and low-q water molecules in the aqueous Ne solution are shown 
in Fig. 6. The dynamics of water in the Ne-rich region is slower than that in the Ne-poor region 
and the Ne-rich region is more structured than the Ne-poor region: Ne is mostly solvated in LDL.  
 
FIG. 5. (a) Initial and (b) final configurations of the MD simulation of the aqueous Ne solution at 
T = 228 K and P = 8000 bar. Ne molecules are represented by red spheres. 
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FIG. 6. Time-dependent number density profiles of (a) Ne, (b) rapidly moving water molecules, 
and (c) low-q water molecules in the aqueous Ne solution at T = 228 K and P = 8000 bar. The 
average number densities of Ne and whole water molecules are 4.29 and 38.5 nm-3, respectively.  
 
    Figure 7a shows the ds values of the simulations of the aqueous Ne solution. The ds value is 
large at low temperatures and high pressures. Figure 7b shows the schematic phase diagram of the 
aqueous Ne solution. The liquid-liquid coexistence pressure of the Ne solution is higher than that 
of pure water, and the high-temperature limit of the liquid-liquid coexistence for the Ne solution 
is higher than that for pure water. This behavior suggests that Ne stabilizes the LDL phase more 
than the HDL phase and the liquid-liquid supercritical fluid. Solubility of small hydrophobic 
molecules is mainly determined by the insertion probability, which is defined as the ratio of the 
volume of cavities that can include the solute in a unit volume.86–88 Thus, Ne is preferentially 
solvated in LDL,62 and water molecules in LDL is stabilized by the interactions with Ne molecules 
in a way similar to those in clathrate hydrate.89,90    
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FIG. 7. (a) Degree of separation, ds, for the aqueous Ne solution. (b) Schematic representation of 
the phase diagram for the aqueous Ne solution. The circles show the pressures and temperatures 
examined. The circles are filled when the liquid separates into two parts (ds  > 0.9). Ice T2 forms 
very quickly at the points marked by the purple squares. The purple dashed line indicates the limit 
of stability of the liquid. The phase diagram of pure TIP5P water is shown in gray.  
 
    The most stable solid phase at pressures higher than 10000 bar is either ice VI or ice VII 
(ignoring hydrogen-ordered phases). In computer simulations using classical water models, 
however, crystalline structures that have not been prepared experimentally can be more stable than 
ice VI and VII,77,91–94 probably because of the Lennard-Jones potential used instead of more precise 
functions such as the exp-6 Buckingham function.95 Ice T2 is one of such unreal high-pressure ice 
crystals.77 This ice occupies a wide area as the most stable state in the high-pressure region of the 
phase diagram of TIP5P water. The structure is quite complex: its unit cell consisting of 152 water 
molecules is larger than that of any ice phases that can be prepared experimentally. Ice T2 forms 
without any induction time when the pressure is quite high and the temperature is low enough. We 
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observe that the Ne-poor region freezes into a solid quickly at points marked by the purple squares 
in Fig. 7b. The O-O radial distribution function implies that this solid is ice T2 or similar unreal 
ice phases (Fig. S4), although we cannot identify it precisely due to very small grain sizes caused 
by the high driving force for the phase transition. Because of this phase transition, it is impossible 
(or quite difficult) to reach the pure HDL state of the aqueous Ne solution that would exist in the 
very high pressure region.      
   We finally discuss the effect of the system size. Figure 8b shows the final configuration of the 
MD simulation of the NaCl solution with a larger system size starting from a random configuration. 
The cell dimensions of the larger system are twice those of the smaller system. The temperature, 
pressure, and concentration of NaCl are the same as those of the MD simulation shown in Fig. 1. 
It is found that there are ion-rich and ion-poor regions in the final configuration. However, the 
final configuration is far away from the completely separated state in which two liquid slabs are 
divided by two flat surfaces that are perpendicular to the z-axis (there must be two surfaces because 
of the periodic boundary conditions). A longer simulation time is required to achieve the 
completely separated state because the ions need to move longer distance in the larger system.   
 
FIG. 8. (a) Initial and (b) final configurations of the MD simulation of the aqueous NaCl solution 
with a larger system size. The temperature and pressure are T = 228 K and P = 1 bar.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
    We have investigated supercooled aqueous NaCl and Ne solutions using MD simulations. It is 
demonstrated that the NaCl solution separates into ion-rich and ion-poor parts when the 
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temperature and pressure are low enough. Analyses of the structure and dynamics of water show 
that the ion-rich and ion-poor parts correspond to HDL and LDL, respectively. The aqueous Ne 
solution also separates into two solutions. In contrast to the ions, Ne is mostly solvated in LDL 
and the liquid-liquid separation occurs at high pressures. 
    The highest temperature at which the liquid-liquid coexistence occurs is higher than the critical 
point of pure water for the two aqueous solutions. The temperature may be even higher for an 
aqueous solution including both NaCl and Ne. If so, it may be possible to observe the liquid-liquid 
separation experimentally without crystallization. It is also interesting to investigate supercooled 
solutions of different ions. The effect of small divalent ions, such as Mg2+, may be larger than that 
of the monovalent ions. MD simulations of the liquid-liquid coexistence of these systems may 
shed a new light on the phase behavior of aqueous supercooled solutions. 
    In this study, we employ only one set of force field models: TIP5P for water, Dang’s parameters 
for NaCl, and the LJ parameters taken from the textbook of Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird for Ne. 
Thermodynamics properties depend strongly on potential parameters. The effects of NaCl and Ne 
on supercooled water found in this study, such as the increase in the liquid-liquid separation 
temperature, will be observed for different force field models. However, the effects can be 
quantitatively quite different. For example, the increase in the liquid-liquid separation temperature 
might be pronounced by the increase in the hydration free energy of ion that can be caused by the 
increase in the partial charge of water molecules or the decrease in the LJ size parameter of ion. It 
is unclear which is significant for the effects of solute on liquid-liquid separation among 
parameters of force field models. This issue should be investigated in future work.  
    MD simulation studies have reported that crystallization occurs preferentially in the LDL (or 
LDL-like) region for pure liquid water and Si.38,96 The liquid-liquid separation of aqueous 
solutions may also affect some crystallization processes. The local concentration of the guest 
molecules should be high enough in the solution to form nuclei or amorphous precursors of 
clathrate hydrate.85,97–100 Similarly, the local concentration of the ions should be high in the 
solution for nucleation or precursor formation of rock salt.101,102 Large fluctuations of the local 
concentration of the solute arising from the liquid-liquid phase transition may be relevant to these 
processes.           
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
See Supplementary Material for the coordination number and the O-O-O angle of water molecules 
in HDL and LDL, the hydrogen bond autocorrelation functions of water, the standard deviation of 
the degree of separation, and the radial distribution function of the solid formed in the solute-poor 
region of the aqueous Ne solution at T = 240 K and P = 14000 bar. 
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